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Abstract-This paper re-examines the problem of visual secret sharing for general access structures by using visual cryptograms of random grids
(VCRG). Given a binary or color secret image shared by a set of n participants with a strong access structure, we devise two effective algorithms
to produce a set of VCRG so that the members in each qualified set can reconstruct the secret image by superimposing their shares, while those
in any forbidden set cannot. The basic 2 out of 2 visual cryptography model consists of a secret message encoded into two transparencies, one
transparency representing the cipher text and the other acting as a secret key. Both transparencies appear to be random dots when inspected
individually and provide no information about the original clear text. However, by carefully aligning the transparencies, the original secret
message is reproduced. The actual decoding is accomplished by the human visual system. Our algorithms do not require any extra pixel
expansion, which is indispensable and grows exponentially as n increases in conventional visual cryptographic schemes.
Index Terms: -General access structures, pixel expansion, random grids, visual cryptography, visual secret sharing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visual secret sharing (VSS) is a way to protect a
secret image among a group of participantsAn initial model
of VSS was proposed by Naor and Shamir. In a (k, n)threshold scheme, a binary secret image is encrypted into n
meaningless images called shares or shadows, which are
then distributed to n associated participants. When any k or
more participants share their shadows, the secret image is
visually revealed by printing their shares on transparencies
and stacking them together.
A visual cryptography scheme for general access
structures (VCS-GAS) defined by Ateniese is an extension
to the threshold (k, n)-VCS It encodes P into n
transparencies for the n participants in such a way that only
the participants in qualified subsets of P can visually recover
P by superimposing their shares, but those in forbidden
subsets of P cannot acquire any information about P. A
VCS-GAS is more general than a (k, n)-VCS and may be
applied to different applications.
Random grid (RG) is an alternative approach to
implement VSS without pixel expansion. However, reported
RG-based VSS methods are threshold schemes. In this
study, RG-based VSS for general access structures is
presented. Secret image is encodes into n RGs while
qualified set can recover the secret visually and forbidden
sets cannot. The proposed scheme is a generalization of the

threshold methods. Where those reported RG-based schemes
can be considered as the special cases of the proposed
scheme.
Experimental results are provided, demonstrating
the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed scheme.
Sensitive digital contents kept by only one person is easily
lost or destructed. Secret sharing is a method to share the
secret information among a group of participants against
destruction and modification. Visual secret sharing (VSS),
which is also called visual cryptography, is a novel type of
secret sharing that focuses on sharing images. Advanced
merit of VSS is that the decryption is completely based on
human visual system without the aid of computers. The
stacked result is interpreted as black when four black sub
pixels are recovered. Whereas, the stacked result is
interpreted as white when two black and two white sub
pixels are reconstructed. An example of a 2-out-of-2 VSS
scheme is demonstrated, where the original secret image is
two shares generated by the construction are illustrated and
the stacked result of the two shares.
In conventional VSS, a code book (all the predeﬁned patterns) is required for share construction. Each
pattern in the code book consists of m ≥ 2 black and white
pixels, where m is referred to pixel expansion. Pixel
expansion indicates that each share is m times as big as the
original secret image. Transmitting and storing the shares
would be further burdened by pixel expansion problem.
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Based on the pioneer work of Naor and Shamir, wide
studies on VSS were presented.
To relieve the concern of pixel expansion, some
models different from Naor and Shamir‟s have been
proposed recently, including probabilistic VCS , multipixel
encoding, or random grids . Most of them address the design
of threshold schemes for sharing binary images. This
proposed paper is to resolve the problem of visual secret
sharing for general access structures using the concept of
visual cryptograms of random grids. The proposed VCRGGAS algorithms produces more accurate image and can also
be extended to cope with color images
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Visual Cryptographic Scheme for General Access
Structures
Consider a secret image P shared by a set of n
participants P = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We collect all subsets of P
that are able to reveal P into a set TQual and those that are not
into TForb where TQual, _Forb⊆2P. We refer to each member
of _Qual as a qualified set and that of TForbas a forbidden set.
The pair (TQual, TForb) is called the access structure of P with
regard to P, in which TQual∩TForb = φ since it makes no sense
that some subset A of P exists such that A∈TQual and A∈TForb.
Let w(V) denote the Hamming weight of a 1×m
vector V.The following definition slightly modified from the
original version which specifies the necessary conditions for
B0 and B1 to be the basis matrices of a VCS-GAS.
Definition 1:Let (TQual, TForb) be an access structure on a set
of n participants. A VCS-GAS for (TQual, TForb) with relative
difference α and set of thresholds {(X, tX)}X∈TQualis realized
using the two n × m basis matrices B0 and B1 if the
following two conditions hold.
1) If X = {i1, i2, . . . , ip} ∈TQual (i.e., if X is a qualified set),
then the or V of rows i1, i2, . . . , ip of B0 satisfies w(V) ≤
tX−α×m, whereas for B1 it results that w(V) ≥tX.
2) If X = {i1, i2, . . . , ip} ∈TForb (i.e., if X is a forbidden set),
then the two p×m matrices obtained by restricting B0 and B1
to rows i1, i2, . . . , ip are equal up to a column permutation.
Table I

P‟= {1, 2, 3,4}.It should be rephrased as (T0, ZM) = ({{2, 3},
{2, 4}, {3,4}}, {{2}, {3}, {4}}) with respect to P = {2, 3, 4},
because participant 1 is no more essential (where no set X
⊆P_ exists such that X ∪{1} ∈TQual but X /∈TQual) so that
he or she can be removed from P‟(t‟0 and Z‟M, too), and the
qualificationof {2, 3, 4} (after deleting 1 from {1, 2, 3, 4})
has beenguaranteed by {2, 3} (or {2, 4}, {3, 4}) owing to the
strongproperty so that it is deleted from T‟0.
B. Basic Models of Visual Cryptographic Scheme and
Visual Cryptograms of Random Grids
The encoding idea of Naor and Shamir‟s (2, 2)VCS for each p∈P into corresponding s1∈S1 and s2∈S2 can
be illustrated by Table I, where both s1 and s2 are blocks of
two pixels. When all pixels in P are encoded in this way, S1
and S2 become two seemingly random pictures, whereas S =
S1⊗S2 reveals P to our eyes where ⊗is the superimposition
operation. The pixel expansion is m(2, 2) VCS = 2. Let s =
s1⊗s2 and s[p(0)] (s[p(1)]) be such block s whose
corresponding p. The contrast of s, the relative difference
between the reconstructed white (s[p(0)]) and black (s[p(1)])
blocks, is measured by α(2, 2) VCS = (h−l)/m(2, 2) VCS =
(1−0)/2 = 1/2, where h(l) is the number of transparent pixels
in s[p(0)] (s[p(1)]). Inspite of a 50% loss of contrast in S,
our visual perception is still able to recognize P. Regarding
VCRG, we refer to a random grid R as a 2-D transparency
consisting of all pixels with the same probability
TABLE II
Encoding Pixel p ∈P Into Random Pixels r1 ∈R1 and r2
∈R2

of being transparent (0) [17], [18], [20]. Let each pixel r∈R
be a random pixel with Prob(r = 1) = Prob(r = 0) = 1/2.The
light transmission of r, i.e., the probability of r = 0, is1/2
and consequently that of R is also 1/2, denoted as
t(r) = Prob(r = 0) = 1/2 (or t(R) = 1/2).

Basic Encoding Idea in Naor and Shamir‟s Scheme
It is assumed that throughout this paper all
participants are essential and all access structures discussed
are strong. For instance, consider (T0‟, Z’M) = ({{2, 3}, {2,
4}, {3, 4}, {1, 2,3, 4}}, {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}}) with respect to

Table II illustrates one of the three (2, 2)-VCRG encoding
processes of p∈P into corresponding r1∈R1 and r2∈R2.We
see that there is no way to judge p = W or B from a single r1
or r2 individually. Let r = r1⊗r2 and r[p(0)] (r[p(1)])
denote such pixel r whose corresponding p is W (B). We
obtain t(r[p(0)]) = 1/2, while t(r[p(1)]) = 0, as shown in
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Table II. Owing to such a difference, our visual system can
distinguish r[p(0)] from r[p(1)]. As a result, both R1 and R2
are random grids with T (R1) = T (R2) = 1/2, whereas R =
R1⊗R2 reveals P to our eyes due to T (R[P(0)]) = 1/2 and T
(R[P(1)]) = 0 where R[P(0)] (R[P(1)]) denotes the area in R
correspondingto the white (black) pixels in P. Note that
there is no extra pixel expansion ,i.e., m(2, 2)VCRG= 1.The
light contrast, which measures the relative difference
between the light transmissions of the transparent and
opaque areas in the superimposed result R,
L(R) =T (R[P(0)]) − T (R[P(1)])
1 + T (R[P(1)])
where r∈ R. In this (2, 2)-VCRG, L(R1⊗R2) =
((1/2)−0)/(1+0)= 1/2. Note that when two light contrasts are
with the same T (R[P(0)])−T (R[P(1)]), the one with a larger
T (R[P(1)]) results in a smaller L(R) since more light in T
(R[(1)]) degrades our visual perception relatively.

Fig. 1. Reconstruction abilities of VCS and VCRG. (a) P.
(b) S1⊗S2.(c) R1⊗R2.
Fig. 1 deliberately elucidates the reconstruction abilities
ofVCS and VCRG for dealing with small white regions. Fig.
1(a) is the secret image P consisting of eight kinds (10×10,
8×8,6×6, 5×5, 4×4, 3×3, 2×2, 1×1 pixels) of ten white
regions. Fig. 1(b) shows S1⊗S2 by (2, 2)-VCS, which
reconstructs all white and black pixels in P flawlessly with
mVCS = 2.Fig. 1(c) gives R1⊗R2 by (2, 2)-VCRG with
mVCRG = 1, in which about 50%1 × 1 white regions are
mis-reconstructed as black [see the bottom of Fig. 1(c)].
Nevertheless, VCRG works well as long as the white
regions are not too small (say, no less than 3 × 3 pixels in
this case) in P. Regarding the study on the lower bound of
the size of a recognizable white region in the reconstructed
result for VCRG. This
paper
thus
excludes
the
consideration of those secret images whose critical
information is characterized by very small white regions.
3.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The system involves an automatic segregator of
images which is a two-step process of converting any
images into the required Visual cryptography formatted
images.After getting the exact image, the images will be
bifurcated into various shares depends on the access
structure.

Fig 2: Architecture Diagram
The secret image which needs to be encode into N shares
printed on transparencies. Option of providing decision of
the number of shares to the user is the new feature
introduced. The shares of the images appear random and
contain no decipherable information's about the underlying
secret image. Still,, if any 2 or more (Based on access
structure) of the shares are stacked on top of one another the
secret image becomes decipherable by the human eye.
The shares were taken the shares needs to be
stamped with the help of “Block-Based Transformation
Algorithm”. So that, a clear picture of segregating the
images based on a viewable identifiers. The system involves
two step process of removing the stamp and de-ciphers the
logic behind the share spread and everything will be decided
based on the underlying access structure.
A) Access Structure Define Module
In this module, the user will be given a secure login and
provide all the necessary details. Multiple users will be
created in a hierarchical manner. So that, the owner of the
data will login and an automatic bifurcation of images will
happen based on the logged in users sub Childs.The
information about the hierarchy needs to be given to the
GAS system. Logging into this system is enable with MD5
algorithmic security.
B) Image Upload and Image subdiv Module
In this module, the images will be uploaded by the data
owner. An automatic recognizer in turn our GAS will take
care of analyzing the general access structure inside the
system and based on that, the images will be segregated in
the fore coming module. In VC scheme each pixel „p‟ of
the secret image is encrypted into a pair of sub pixels in
each of the two shares. If „p‟ is white, one of the two
columns under the white pixel is selected. If p is black, one
of the two columns under the black pixel is selected. In each
case, the selection is performed randomly such that each
column has 50% probability to be chosen. The above points
is valid for the system which has only two shares. Whereas
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in our system, the GAS solver will identify the number of
shares automatically.Based on the number of shares, the
pixel will be subdivided and ready to share to the end user.

E) Image Synthesizer Module
In this module, once the valid shares were obtained
from the remove stamping module. The images were
validated. An automatic Image synthesize system will
validate the shares. In case, if the images were not obtained
from the valid set of participants. An automatic indication of
forge share will be indicated to the user.

(a)(b)
(a)(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 3: Implementation Results a)Original Image(P)
b)share(s1) c)share(s2) d)share(s3)

The major drawback of the system is to identify the shares if
the shares get collapsed. We don‟t have a proper system to
identify such kind of pictures. That‟s why, to overcome such
kind of problem. We are proposing a system which has a
stamping system. Our stamping system involves stamping of
a picture on top of the other images. This is one of the most
complex part in the system.

(b)

(d)

Fig 5: a) s1 b) s2 c) s3 d) original images obtained by
stacking shares together

C) Image Stamping Module

(a)

(a)

(c)

Fig 4: Stamped Images on shares
D) Image Remove Stamping Module
In this module, the stamped shares will be received
from the users and then stamped image will be removed
from the shares, with the help of stamped shares user can be
easily identified. It checks whether the given stamped image
is in valid format or not. If the image not valid it will notify
the user and ask for the correct input. If the images are valid
then the stamped image over the shares will be removed and
original shares will be produced.

F) Image re-constructs Module
Once the images were given into the system without any
issues. The images will be merged based on the white pixel
and black pixel combination and the final images will be reconstructed. The visual cryptosystem does not require any
complex decryption algorithm. Because we can easily find
the secret by combining all shares.
4) RELATED WORK
Given a secret image P shared by a set P of n
participants in a strong access structure (TQual,TForb) with
_0 and ZM, we introduced two novel and effective VCRGGAS algorithms to resolve the problem of visual secret
sharing for binary and color images in this paper. One was
based on _0 to produce a set of (|Qj |, |Qj |)-VCRG for each
Qj∈_0 and distribute the constituent shares according to the
inclusion matrix, and the other focused on ZM by generating
a set of (|ZM|, |ZM|)-VCRG and dispatching the universal
shares according to the exclusion matrix. Their feasibility
and applicability were formally proved and empirically
verified. The most important contribution of our approaches
was that no extra pixel expansion was required. Provided
that the (n, n)-VCS would be adopted, the pixel expansion
became maxQj∈_0 {2|Qj|−1} or 2|ZM|−1. When maxQj∈_0
{|Qj|} or |ZM| goes larger, the exponentially grown share
size in VCS would be less attractive than the one with the
same size as the secret in VCRG. For a given access
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structure, the light contrasts of a particular qualified set
derived from the two algorithms may be different. More
specifically, the T0-based algorithm may deliver different
light contrasts for different qualified sets, while the ZMbased algorithm gives a constant one. The light
transmissions of the shares may also be different. These
flexible features enrich the applications of VCS-GAS. The
dealer could depend on the practical concerns to choose the
one that he or she prefers most. The common core of our
proposed algorithm is an (n, n)- VCRG and we adopt
Algorithm to be the role throughout the paper. Undoubtedly,
characterized by very small white regions. How to improve
such a drawback is surely a challenging research topic. In
addition, whether there exist other algorithms that could
improve or maximize the light contrast in the reconstructed
result is another topic worthy of further study. Furthermore,
applying the VCRG approach to other subjects of great
significance in visual cryptography.
5) CONCLUSION
Our method guarantees the blackness of black
secret pixels for VCSs and improves the display quality of
the worst-case image. The experimental results show that
our approach performs better than those previously proposed
in terms of the display quality of the recovered image, which
includes the controllable blackness for black secret pixels
and maintenance of the same aspect ratio as that of the
original secret image.
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